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SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION
SUMMARY
FOR TAPERED WINGS WITH PARTIAL-SPAN
By H. A. PEARSON
Table-sare gwen for determining the l&d dL&iZndion oj
tapered wings with partiul-span jlaps pluced either ai the
cetier or at the wing tips. S’everdy-$wo wing-jlap com-
binations, inchdi~ two aped raiws, four taper ra$ws,
and nine$ap lengths, are incluakd. The d&rZ@iom for
the $apped wing are divided into two parts, one a zero
lift distribution due primariJy to th$aps and the other an
auliitional lift distritiion due to an angle of attack of the
wing a-sa whole.
Comparison between theoretical and experimental
rewdts for wings indicaie thai the theory may be wsed to
predict the load distributwn with su@%m.t amuraoy for
8tructural purpo8e8.
Simple computirq jornw are included for determini~,
b~ the Lotz method, the theoretiud lmd@gsfor a combina-
twn of any wing uith any jfap. A discussion of tlu
method h given showing: (1) the e$ect on the load dis-
tribution of inema.sing the number of hunnonics for a
wing &h partiu.?-spanfips; and (2) the efect of inorem-
ing the number of poitis Med across the semiapan for a
wi~ of unjair plm jorm.
INTRODUCJ!ION
A knowledge of the span load distribution over a
wing is important not only from structural considera-
tions but also beoause ~rtain conclusions regarding the
behavior of the wing near the stall maybe drawn from
it, Indirectly, the span load distribution also influences
such items relating to performance as the magnitude
of the induced drag, the pitching moment of the entire
wing about an aerodynamic center, and the angle of
zero lift. Because of the importance of span load
distribution, numerous methods for computing it have
been proposed but, since they are generally lengthy
and complicated, they have been little used in practice.
In reference 1 the span loading was given for linearly
tapered wings with rounded tips. The results given
therein cover a large range of aspect ratios and taper
ratios, but they are for the case of a wing in which there
is either no twist or only linear twist. Since most
airplanes include some sort of high-lift or drag-increas-
ing device covering only part of the span, the wing with
an abrupt twist is of particular interest. These high-
Iift devices, when deflected, may be considered as
introducing an effective twist that alters the load
distribution along the span. As the actual effective
twist depends upon possible combinations of wing angle
of attack, flap type, flap deflection, flap span, W@ plan
form, and the variation of the flap-chord ratio along
the span, it is apparent that the resulting load distri-
bution depends upon many variables.
The presence of so many variables precludes the
possibility of making either suiliciently extensive theo-
retical or experhmmtal invest&ations to provide design
charts for the general case. The present report there-
fore covers only the most commonly used series of
W@P; i. e., linearly tapered wings with rounded tips
having chord distributions like those of reference 1 and
equipped with partial-span flaps of constant flap+hord
ratio. Compwisons are made of the experimental load-
ings, taken from reference 2, and the theoretical loadings
to give an indication of the d.iilerencw to be expected
when the theory is used. Finally, a method for com-
puting the span loading is included so that those
interested will be in a position either to estimate from
the results given herein the probable loading for similar
cases or, if neoessary, actually to make the computa-
tion?..
Although the present report presents only the span
loadings, later reports will deal with the effect of the
load distribution on performance and on the behavior
of the wing near the stall.
SYMROLS
flap span.
wing span.
wing area.
aspeot ratio, bu=@.
flap deflection, positive downward.
wind velocity.
mass density of air.
dynamic pressu.re, ;PV.
induced downflow at a section.
Liftonwiw.
C.; wing liftcoefficient, L/@.
c,, chord at plane of syrometry.
c, chord at any section.
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effective singleof attack of any section.
angle of attack of any section referred to
its zero-lift direction.
angle of attack of section at plane of
symmetry referred to its zero-lift direc-
tion.
ratio of fictitious tip chord, obtained by
extending leading and trailing edges of
wing to extreme tip, to the chord at the
plane of sjmrnetry.
ratio of flap chord to wing chord at any
section.
circulation at a section.
section lift (per unit length along span).
section lift coeflkient, t/qc, perpendicular to
wind at irdini~.
Subscrim%:
o,
b,
a,
al,
refers to section lift coefficient
perpendicular to local relative
wind
refers to basic lift (C~=O).
refers to additional lift for any 6’L.
refera to additional lift for CL= 1.0.
m&nmm lift coefficient for any section.
increment in section lift coficient caused
by a flap deflection, ~f.
section induceddrag coefficient.
section proiWdrag coefficient.
additional-load parameter, Ck ~.
bmic-load parame~, c,,&
~L
~ of entire wing, per radian.
@of any section, p
d%
er radian.
‘1 f section at pkine of symmeh-y, Per—o
d’%
radian.
the part of CLat a given wing attitude due
to any flap deflection.
the increment caused by a flap deflection
correaponbg to a Acl of 1.0.
variable point along span.
tied point along span.
fiz (when y= –bmjz, 0=0; when g=bJ2,
e=iT).
coefficients in Fourier series.
THEORETICALRESULTSFOR WiNGS WITH FLAPS
According to the assumptions upon which wing
theory is based, the distribution of lift over the span
is a linear function of the angle of attack at each point
of the span. Thus it is permissible to compute sepa-
rately either a zero lift distribution or a distribution
due only to the flaps and later to superpose them on
appropriate distributions due ta an angle of attmk of
the wing with flaps neutral.
Deflecting flaps on an untwisted wing that previously
was at zero lift produces the angle of attack and load
distributions shown by the solid lima in figure 1. If
the angle of attack of the wing without flaps is reduced
so that the area under the dashed load curve is equal to
that under the solid curve, their addition will result in
a zero-lift curve. It can be seen that the load distri-
bution due to the flap alone (solid curve) does not follow
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the abrupt augle-of-attack change but, owing ta in-
iuction, is distributed along the remainder of the span
where there is no apparent angle of attack. At these
3tations there is, however, an effective angle of attack
Iue to the upwaah produced by the portion with flops.
Numerically the effective angle of attack at any section
~ equal to the section c1 divided by the slope of the
section lift curve, or it cm be given by
*“C%-+ (I)
W order to determine the theoretical distribution of
he forces and angles for a particular case, it is necessary
n obtain a solution of the fundamental formula for
nduced downflow
(2)
The graphical and analytical methods for solving
this complicated integral tend to be lengthy and none
s exact. In the general ease where the wing plan
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form or angle-of-attack distribution cannot be expressed
as simple analytical functions, either the Lotz or Lip-
pisch methods (referepccs 3 and 4) are particularly
applicable, although other methods may be used. An
adaptation of the Lotz method, which has been used to
compute the theoretical load distributions given herein,
is given in a later section of this report in a form suitable
for routine computation. These load distributions are
listed in tables I and II for 72 wing-flap combinations
that include two aspect ratios (6 and 10), four taper
ratios (1.0, 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25), and nine flap lengths.
The flap lengths, expressed as a fraction of the semi-
span, are:
Flaps at Flaps at
center tip
0.233 0.240
.383 .351
.649 .617
.760 .767
1.000 -----
Table I gives the ordinates of the curves of the addi-
tional load distribution at 10 selected spanwise stations
in terms of the parameter
(3)
and table II gives the ordinates for the basic-load
distribution in terms of the parameter
“=%% (4)
The addition&load distribution, given for a wing CL
of 1.0, is independent of wing twist (flap displacement)
and maintains the same form throughout the useful
range of the lift curve. The basic distributions are
zero lift distributions that depend principally on the
wing twist.
The values of La and L’ were computed by the Lotz
method; 10 points across the semispan were used and
10 harmonics of the series were retained. In these
computations the slope of the section lift curve was
assumed to be equal to 5.67. The odd flap len~
given result from the use of a Fourier seriesin the solu-
tion for the load curves; in the case of a wing with an
abrupt twist the discontinuity occurs, mathematically,
in the interval including the end of the flap.
Siice the parameter La has been given for the con-
venient wing CL of 1.0, the relation between the addi-
tional section lift coefficients c% and C,=lbecomes
c~=CLc~l (5)
The total lift coefficient at each section is
cl=G1’+6!!c~~ (6)
and the lift at a section is
l=c~c (7)
In the application of the results given in tables I
md II, interpolation will generally be necessary. For
M5ructurrdpurposes a linear interpolation between the
clifferent variables is probably justdied. The results
may also be extrapolated with reasonable accuracy to
aspect ratios 4 and 12, although values of La may be
obtained from reference 1 for aspect ratios from 3 to 20
without the neccs9ity of any extrapolation.
In order to illustrate the procedure to be followed in
the use of the tables, the span loading of a wing with
the following characteristics will be found:
CL=L72
X= O.625
A= 6
~=0.383.
w
!l= 57.5 pOUUdSper square foot
E=o.20
6f=30°
A table, such as table III, is prepared in which the
values of the chord at the various stations are Iirst
entered, interpolations are made for taper, etc., and the
values of La and L from tables I and II are entered in
columns 3 and 4, respectively. From L=, the dues of
Clal and cl=are found by the use of equations (3) and (5)
and entered in columns 5 and 6.
Before Clbcan be found, however, it is necessary to
determine from experimental data the value of Ac,
corresponding to the flap-displacement angle of 30°.
This increment is generally found by correcting the
results of tests made of a finite wing with full-span
flaps of proper type and proper flap-chord ratio to
. . .. .
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obtain section characteristics. It is assumed that sucl
section characteristics are available (fig. 2); the value o
Actto be used may then readily be found. Theoretically
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the effect of displacing a flap would be to displace the
lift curves parallel to each other so that Ac, would be
independent of the effective angle of attack. Experi-
mental results, however, indicate that Act depends on
the effective angle of attack and some 8ver@ng is thus
necessary to determine its value. Since the emmple is
for a high-angbof-attack condition, the value of Ac,
is arbitrarily taken in this range at an angle correspond-
ing to a c1 of 1.2 for the plain section. By the use of
equation (4) together with a value of Acl equal to 0,6,
from figure 2, the vahms of cI*are computed and entered
in column 7 of table III. The total section Cz(column
8), from which the load distribution (column 9) is
determined, is the sum of columns 6 and 7.
Standard section characteristics for the plain section
and the section with a flap are sometimes tabulated in-
stead of being plotted as in figure 2. In such a case the
value of ACJmay be found from the formula
where ~ is the slope of the section lift curve per degree
and ajo the angle of zero lift measured from the chord
line in degrees. The subscriptj refers to the chmncter-
istics with the flap deflected. If desired, the slopes and
angles could also be given in radians.
If the induced-drag distribution corresponding to a
given load distribution is specificdy required, it maybe
found by the use of the equation
[(CL–ACipCl c,Cdi=cl )1—— — (8)m m.
which gives the variation of the section induced-drag
coefficient over the portion of the span -without flaps,
and the equation
cdi=(?~KCL-:CL’AC’)’(“)
whichholds over the portion of the span with flaps. The
hcrement of ~ lift coefficient Au% ad the slope of
~helift curve of the finite wing m to be used in these
equations are given in figure 3 for the seriesof wings con-
sideredin this report. The value of Ad% (fig. 3) repre-
sents the increase in lift coefficient based on the entire
wingarea due to a flap deflection corresponding to a Acl
>f LO. Figure 4 gives typical dietributione of c@ ands
>, for various wing-flap combinations correapomling
to a ACZof 1.0. These distributions are thus directly
:elated to the resultsgiven in figure 3.
00 MPARISONS OF~ERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
RESULTS
Previous comparisons (reference 5) of experimental
md theoretical span loadings for a 2:1 tapered U, S. A.
iirfoil equipped Withpartial-span flaps of three different
engtbs indicated a satisfactory agreement. The tit
onclusion given in reference 5 is: “A satisfactory de-
termination,for all conditions of test, of the span load
Wribution for an airfoil equipped with a partial-span
plit flap maybe made by applying the Lotz method of
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calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of wings.
The increments of load due to the deflection of the flap
are computed by the lktz method and added to the
span load distribution for the plain airfoil.”
Since the publication of reference 5 additional pres-
sure-distribution tests (reference 2) have been made
over a rectangular wing having a 0.6-span constank
chord split flap. The wing used was of Clark Y section
with a 20-inch chord and a total span of 120 inches.
Some of the span-loading curve9 taken from reference 2
are compared, in figure 5, with corresponding theoretical
curves for a wing with square tips.
section the method will be discussed in more detail and
a series of computing forms will be given which, it is
believed, will make the computations simpler and more
direct than if the method of reference 8 were followed.
Outline of theory,-As is customary in aerodpamic
theory, the wing is replaced by a single line vortex whose
strength at every section rdong the span is equal to the -
circulation r at tbat section. The lift per unit length
of span is then
dL=pVrdy (lo)
and the problem is to find r for any point on a wing of
/.2,
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Figure 6 shows comparisons of computed and experi-
mental values of ACL for various flap locations. The
experimental vahma of AOLare those given in refer-
ences 6 and 7 at 8° rmgleof attack. Reference 6 gives
the results of force tests of a rectangular Clark Y wing
with partial-span flaps placed at the center and at the
wing tips; reference 7 gives similar redts for a 5:1
t~pered wing. In the comparisons given in @e 6 the
experimental results were obtained from tests of wings
with straight tips; whereas the computed results are
those for wings with rounded tips.
THE LOTZ METHODFOR CALCULATINGTHE
AERODYNAMICCHARAOTRRISTIC9 OF WINGS
The following method was proposed in 1931 by Miss
lktz (reference 3), who gave the basic theory involved.
Shenstone (reference 8) gave a brief discussion of the
method and a simple procedure to be used in obtaining
the various constants required in the solution. In this
any shape. The relations between I’, cl, and q are
given by the equations
r=clcv a@rl#v—= —
2 2 (11)
where W= ~—w/V. Since the induced angle at a
particular station y’ is
the circulation r may be expressed
equation
h
(12)
by the integral
‘ dr
2r 1
r
&y (13)—=%—~v ~ y’—~nl$.cv
Sec+im W<ml- fcrce coefficientand c~ . ~
Incrementof liftcoefficient,ACL(Au0.25)
o
0m
I
t
I
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(c!-cJA1+wtiG-cdG( G-cdA+(a-cd~(c8 –c1&4u+(c10-f_h)An+(c.
+
-C,I)AIS (C14-C%IL4R+(C18-WAI-!U3I
(C,- C,)A,+(C,-CI)A3+2P$AJ+ (C%-CUM-J-(C,-CIM+(CO -CM)AU+(CI –GdAn+(CIo-G)Au+ (CM-@AI,+(CI,–@AM=@ I
(C%@AI+(G-fh)Aa+(C:-Cd-% +~A
i
(Ct –CIdAu+(C% –C%)AU+(CS -C%)AU (Cm- Gi)An+(Gi-CdAm=~
(et–ao)A1+(a-cdA+ (c4–clJA+(cecl$) (CY–Cie)Au+(f3–CX)AU-I-(G -WA (Ci –Ca)A,,+(CIo-flI)Aw=2Eq
(clO-cU)~lHcl-cld&~- c11)k+(c4-c1$)A+(~-cd&~llAH+(~- ~dAd(~-@AU (~ –CZY)AU+(C: –C’rJArZBIJ I (19)
(c@-c,4)A1+(c,0-c,,)~+(c8-c,d~+(~-cd-i~ (c4-@A+(~-@A11+=fi(% &)AM+(~ –CDIMT+(G –CdAm-2BIIl
+(CIi-CtdAI+(G-CIJG( CIo-Cd&+(CrCdAWG- GI)A\+(G-@AII+(& @Afi~w (CA–Cr&4,r+(C4–CiI)A,@U?II
(C,r CII)AI+(CM– Cm)&+(Cu-CdAJ+( CIO-CzJ4+(Cr @A*(G–@AII+(C<- ~Au+(*@AM+~Ad(G- @Am-~17
(~11-cM)~1tic16-cdfi(c14-~d~+(cti- CdAr+(CIo–C’dArHCa- CdAII+(Cr CdAI+(C,–~AU+(Ci– CYJAItiWdW-2Bm J
P.. G+CWG+
These equations form a system of normal simultaneous
equations, and it will be seen later that in the nth
equation the unlmown ~n has the greatest coefficient,
the others decreasing rather rapidly. Because of this
circumstance, the system is most easily solved by a
method of successive approximations.
In the first equation, since the value of all the terms
is small compared with F’1Al, an approximation to AI
is obtained by resuming all terms except Al equal to
zero. Then in the next equation, since P3 A3 is large
with respect to all terms except (C&CA) Al, which is
known, an approximation to As is obtained by aseum-
ing the remaining terms equal to zero. Thus by the
substitution of the approximated values in the other
equutions, nppro.ximatevalues of the remtig coeffi-
cients are obtained which, tihen substituted back in
the first equation, result in a closer approximation for
Al. A repetition results in closer fipproximations for
cdl the coefficients. In this way the process can be
carried on until the approximations of the coefficients
cease ta differ. Usually the second approximation is
fairly close, and the third may be considered as exact.
(See illustrative example.)
Forms for computing B, and CSScoefficients.-Be fore
the system of simultaneous equations (19) can be solved,
the Bn and & coefficients must be found. Forms for
determining these coefficients are given by plates I to
IV, inclusive. Plates I and II are for the case when
the circukdion is to be determined at 10 points amosa
the semispan and plates III and W are for 20 points.
It is only necessary to tabulate on each of the forms
the valua of YS and v.’ and to follow the steps indi-
cated. The values of yn are the ordinates for the a sin 0
curves taken either every 9° or 4X0 (stinting with the
tip as zero), depending upon whether 10 or 20 points
are used. The values of YW’are the ordinates of the
m, c, .— r—SLU8 curves taken at the same intervals as before.
m. c
The checks indicated at the bottoms of these forms
merely serve as checlmof the numeriwd work perfomed
on that sheet and, if only a few harmonics are to be
retained, the arithmetic may be decreased by compub
ing only the coefficients necessary and omitting the
checks.
38G4s—3s-lLi
.
Number of harmonios or points to be retained.-In
the series of simultaneous equations given by equation
(19) the question naturally arises as to how many
equations should be used and how many points across
the semispan are required. The system shown is for
10 points, but it may easily be extended to more than
10 points by following the indicated trend. In the
case given (equation (19)), the conditions me satislied
at only 10 points when the whole system of equations
k solved simultaneously; if the system is cut off, as at
A, B, or C, where 4, 5, and 8 harmonics are retained,
the circulation may still be found at 10 points but with
a greater degree of approximation.
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As a criterion for gagg the number of harmonics
to be retained, the span c1 distribution has been com-
puted (fig. 7) for an untwisted rectangular wing
(straight tips) of aspect ratio 6 at 1 radian angle of
attack, using 4, 6, and 10 harmonics. The calcula-
tions were repeated (@. 8) for the same wing with a
b
t
=0.649 flap etinding out from the center. The
a&le of attack for the portion with flap is 1 radian
and that of the remainder of the wing is zero. In
both cases 10 points have been used across the semi-
span. The An, or circulation, coefficients from which
the distributions of @urea 7 &d 8 were computed
are given in table IT. In figure 9 the distribution
has been computed for a wing with double taper.
Distributions are given for the case using 10 points
—— —— a.
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and retaining 4 and 10 harmonica of the series and
also for the case with 20 points and 4 harmonics. For
convenience the distributions have been computad for
an untwisted wing at an angle of attack of 1 radian.
Example.—In order to illustrate the method of
calculating the wing characteristics, an example for a
wing with partial-span flaps is -worked through the
forms to determine the B. and C~* coefici~ti. The
calculations are mado for one of the wing shapes
given in this report (x= O.50, A=1O, bJbw=O.489) at
an angle of attack of 1 radian from O te 0.489 and O
from 0.489 to 1.0. The additional types of forms and
tables necessary to compute the load distribution for
a given case are also included.
Table IT is a tabulation of the known geometric
quantities of the wing for which the load distribution
is desired. Column 1 of this table merely designa~
the points along the span, the numbers increasing
4
4
3
c,
2
I
o /0205u4050mmiw 9oIm
numerically from the wing tip; column 5 represents
the angle of attack measured horn zero lift at the
points along the span given in column 2. Where an
abrupt twist esi.sts, the discontinuity will fall within
the portions of the span given in column 2. The iinal
computations, however, will be for the case of a flap
whose end li= halfway between these points. Because
of this fact a slight discrepancy in length may occur,
which can be reduced by iucreaaing the number of
points. In the present case only the distribution due
to the flaps is found.. In order to obtain a complete
determination of the distribution at other flap angles
and wing angles, it would also be neceswwy to find the
distribution corresponding to the plain wing. For this
case the Clmcoefficients remain unchanged and Bl=a,,
all other B. values being zero. Column 7 is the slope
of the section lift curves along the span w$ich, in
this case>is assumed as 5.67. Column 8 k the ratio
of the slope of the section at the plane of symmetry
to the slopes of the sections at each station. Column
9 is the ratio of the chord at the plane of symmetry
to the chord at each seqtion.
The values of columns 6 and 10 (y% and Y*’) are
then tabulated as shown in table VI and the instruc-
tions of plates I and II, or of plates III and IV as in
the present example, are followed until the Bs MLdGL
coefficients are found. If this method were used and
only four harmonics were to be retained, it would be
only necessary to compute B1 to B7 and 00 to C14 (see
A, equation (19)); computing the remaining coeffi-
cients would be necessary only to obtain the check.
Wingplon form
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A calculating form similar to table W is then pre-
pared. This form, as given, is complete for the case
of 10 harmonica irrespective of the number of points.
It wdl be noted that each major horizontal ditilon
represents one of the simultaneous equations occurring
in equation (19). In column 1 of table VII are given
the operations required to obtain the coefficients and
in column 2 are tabulated the values of the coefficients,
eti., just found. In column 3 (a) are listed the values
of the ~ coeilicients when they are know-n. Since
none are lmown at the start, -41is determined as though
the others were absent and listed in column 4 (a). The
value of A8 is next approximated in the same wa+y,
except that the value of Al just found is used as in-
.
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dicrded, The same procedure is followed for 4, AT,
etc., and these values are listed in column 4 (a). After
all the ~n’s have been approximated in this way, they
are written in column 3 (b) and the whole process
repeated, using the latest approximated value for each
coefficient as it appears. It can be seen that the
third approximation shows very little change from the
second, indicating that a solution has been obtained.
If it is desired to”use fewer equations and harmoniw,
the corresponding computing form can be obtained
from the present table VII simply by omitting all
computations dealing with the higher harmonics. Thus
if four harmonim were retained only portions of the
form between the braces would be retained and the
computations would proceed as before.
It will be noted, in the present example, that, although
the B, and 0,. coefficients were determined for 20
points, it is not necessary that CJbe computed for every
point to obtain the final load curve. Even though the
computations of the load distribution may be some-
what shortened in this manner, the value of c1 should
not be computed at points other than those fit selected.
An emmina tion of equation (19) will indicate that,
if n hmmonics are retained, n values of B and 2n
values of 0 are required. Hence, if it were decided to
use 10 harmonics and compute the circulation at 10
points, the B. and CZ. values can be determined for
20 points and the process shortened as indicated, or
the B. coefficients couId be detmnined horn plate I
and the Czncoefficients horn plate IV.
After the A= coefficients have been determined, the
c1 vrdues (in the present case CZ=CZ=)are found from
Gl=?Ax sin d (20)
These computations for c, are given in table VIII for
only 10 points. The wing CLis found horn
(21)
When this value is Jmown, the dihibution at any other
0~ is obtained by direct proportion.
If desired, the induceddrag distribution may also
bo computed by using the An coefficients
–+
md, 7LA.sin Ml
cdi=cl4b tie (22)
as shown in table VIII; however, an easier method
would be to compute it at each point from the equation
()Cdt=cl CY-3m (23)
DISCUSSION
Although the computed span-loading curves show a
qualitative agreement with the experimental wing
curves (fig. 6), it is not so good as might be inferred
from the results for the 2:1 tapered wing of reference 5.
In the present comparison, however, the &agreement
at the tip may be somewhat discounted since the square
tip on a rectangular wing is Jmown to give a high tip
load. Comparisons of experimental and theoretical
distributions for plain wings have indicated bettar
agreement either as the tip was rounded or as the value
of A was decreased.
Rib-pressure curves taken from reference 2 (fig. 10)
show a drop in positive pressure near the trailing edge
for a section just beyond the end of the flap. This loss
in lift may partly account for the fact that the exper-
imental distributions give sharper breaks than the cor-
responding computed curves. An improvement in the
F7GUEEla—Rcbpresmredistributionona.ClarkY wingvdtba partkkpan@t
flap. (Re&’encO%a.l~; @4F.)
agreemant at the end of the flap may also be obtained
by using more points and more harmonics in the series
for deriving the theoretical distributions.
I?or the rest of the span the agreement between the
computed and experimental curves would have been
slightly improved if jebboundary corrections had been
applied to the data of reference 5. This correction,
which varies along the wing span, would effect a better
agreement in the present case.
The number of harmonics to be used in computing
the span loading depends both on the wing plan form
and on the ty-pe of wing twist. For wings with a con-
tinuous taper smd twist, four harmonics may be sufE-
cient (fig. 7); whereas, for wings with either a sharp
double taper or a discontinuous twist, it may be neces-
sary to increase the number of harmonics and points
(figs. 8 and 9), depending, of course, upon the desired
accuracy.
Although the data given herein areintended primarily
for structural purposes.,they may also be useful in rela-
tion to the stalling of tapered wings with flaps. ‘When a
partial-span flap is deflected, there is an increase in
effective angle of attack and in the vrdue of c- for
the sections with the flap; whereas, for the sections
beyond the flap, the effective angle of attack is theoreti
ically increased without any increase in the value of
c%. Thus, according to lifting-line theory, the tip-
strdling tendency of the tapoeredwing should be aug-
mented by the use of flaps that extend out horn the
—. —.-—.—.. —--- . .<
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center, while the center-stalling tendency of the rec-
tangular wing should be increased by flaps at the tips.
Experimental results from reference 2 (fig. 11), how-
ever, indicate that the pitching-moment coefficient (or
effective camber) of sections considerably beyond the
flap are actually increased by a flap deflection. This
increase may prevent these outboard sections from
stalling as early as would be indicated by the use of
lifting-line theory. Furthermore, since theory neglects
any transverse flow, any stalling characteristics based
upon it may be at best only qualitatively correct.
This statement is particulsdy true of a wing with a
partial-span flap, where a relatively large transverse
flow exists owing to the abrupt change in lift distribu-
Percenf samispun
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Spilt aap on a rwtan*, Clnrk Y dnz (refemnca2).
tion produced by the flap. Lachmann’s tests (refer-
ence 9), in which tie action of wool tufts -wasobserved,
seem to indicate that the transverse flow delays the
stall of sections immediately adjscent to the flap, thus
causing the initial stallirqgpoint to move outward away
from the flap end.
In regard to the application of the calculations to
structural design, fore-and-aft forces as welI as vertical
fopces must be taken into account. An examination
of equation (8) indicates that when AoLl AcZis equal
to CL (case given by solid lines in fig. 1) the portion
of the wing without flaps has its lift vector displaced
forward owing to the upflow produced by the flapped
part. TIIis forward component may be large enough
to cancel the profle drag. Thus, for a vvingwith flaps
at the center, the drag force is concentrated over the
flap portion, and”there may be an antidrag force over
the outer portion of the wing. Hence, in design these
conditions should be taken into account in some
rational manner.
For structural purposes the c1values obtained by use
of tables I and II, or by computations, may be con-
sidered equal to c%, the lift coefficient perpendicular
to the local relative wind. The values of Cioand cue,
which are perpendicular and parallel to the local rela-
tive wind, may then be resolved into either chord rmd
beam or any other directions; the fore-and-aft loads
are thus obtained without the explicit use of a section
induced drag. The angle that the local relative wind
makes with the zero-lift direction is obtained by divid-
ing c%by %. In actual practice a portion of the wing
is intercepted by the fuselage so that the actual span
load distribution may be modified, depending upon
whether or not the fuselage carries its proportionate
share of the load. As so few data on fuselage loads
are at present available, it may be assumed that for
conventional cases the fuselage carries an amount of
load equal to the load that would be carried by the
wing it displaces.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COU~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FrRLD, VA., November %!1, 19%?.
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SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION FOR TAPERED WINGS WITH PARTIAL-SPAN FLAPS
PLATE I.—COMPUTING FORM FOR EVALUATING ANGLE COEFFICIENTS, 1?=
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PLATE IL—COMPUTINGFORM FOR EVALUATINGPLAN FORM COEFFICIENTS,Czn
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PLATE III-COMPUTING FORM FOR EVALUATING ANGLE COEFFICIENTS, B.
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PLATE IV.—COMPTJTING FORM FOR EVALUATING PLAN FORM COEFFICD3NTS, &
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TABLE VI—COMPUTATION OF ANGLE COEFFICIENTS, B.
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TABLE VIII.-COMPUTATION OF LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS
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